
T he finale of the spring and autumn
round of The Society’s Distinction
assessments is the Fellowship Board

sitting. The curtain call follows a week or so
later, with a Fellowship showing in Bath, an
event which is becoming increasingly pop-
ular, with two showings last autumn. 
With the Fellowship Board sitting held in

camera, the Fellowship showing gives the
opportunity to see successful applications,
and hear the reasons for their success from a
member of the Fellowship Board; and allows
those who have been recently unsuccessful to
receive private individual feedback.
The Fellowship Board recommended 10

Fellows from this autumn’s Distinction sub-
missions. Here, we show work from three of
them: Duncan Grove’s Professional & Ap-
plied submission; Praveen Kumar’s Natural
History submission; and Donald Stewart’s
Contemporary submission. 
The Fellowship is awarded for excellence

and evidence of distinguished ability. While
technical excellence is imperative, if the
work is interpretive, the quality should be
appropriate to the subject and intent. The So-
ciety is looking for outstanding work, which
may push forward the boundaries of photog-
raphy in the sector concerned, or shows the

best practice in a given area. What is so in-
triguing is that the work of each new Fellow
collectively adds to the established bench-
mark of what constitutes a Fellowship. 
The Board was impressed with the capable

way Duncan Grove produced his body of
work within tight professional constraints. A
specific requirement for the Professional and
Applied Panel is that the Statement of Intent
should clearly set out the purpose and end
use of the photography, and the application
will be assessed to a large degree against
that. Grove’s submission shows a breadth of
imagery, along with a specific storyline and
a visual progression. 
The Natural History Distinction is broader

in scope than many realise, encompassing
zoology, botany, meteorology, astronomy
and paleontology. In general, photographic
subjects should be free and unrestricted, in
a natural or adopted habitat, although in
some circumstances controlled conditions
may be permissible. In this category, no kind
of manipulation that alters the truth of the
photographic statement is allowed, except
for the removal of minor distractions or
blemishes. 
The Society is aware that overseas candi-

dates have additional difficulties in under-
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This spread:DUNCAN GROVE FRPS 
STATEMENT OF INTENTMy client brief from Inter-
national Tennis Magazine was to capture celebrity
players on show courts during the Wimbledon Ten-
nis Championships 2010. My client was not inter-
ested in crowd shots, but did require trophy shots.
The latter were a little challenging since, like many
photographers, my accreditation expired on the sec-
ond Wednesday of the Championships, and the tro-
phies are awarded on the second Sunday. However,
clients are almost as unsympathetic as RPS Distinc-
tions Panels about such matters! I managed to get
the shots – just don’t ask how!

CELEBRATING THE E  
Having the confidence to move from working within the constraints of process to pushing boundaries,                            
Fellowship, says Michael Hallett FRPS, as he discusses the work of recent Fellows Duncan Grove,               
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  ELUSIVE FELLOWSHIP
                        and knowing when it is right to do so, are key attributes of those capable of achieving The Society’s

                        Praveen Kumar, and Donald Stewart 
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standing the detail of its Distinction require-
ments, so was particularly pleased to receive
a successful submission from India. Praveen
Kumar’ s submission of photographs of the
Royal Bengal tiger was presented in three
rows: the first to depict general behaviour,
the second hunting behaviour, and the third
the family life of the tiger. 
Donald Stewart’s b/w landscapes become

visual statements, whose quiet, thoughtful

elements are reflected in his Statement of In-
tent. The Contemporary Panel attaches spe-
cific importance to ideas, and favours work
by those who, through their photographic
image making, wish to explore, define, illus-
trate or evaluate contemporary issues, or
their own particular vision of the world. For
this reason, the primary emphasis is on the
Statement of Intent, which allows for a max-
imum of 300 words. 

The success of the work depends on the
strength of the idea, the appropriateness of
expression, and how well the work articu-
lates its message. Stewart achieved precisely
what was asked of him.
Members of the Fellowship Board see

many pictures throughout the year, and
collectively they have a feel for what is
happening ‘on the street’. Bill Wisden
HonFRPS is concerned that, while the
Distinctions Handbook is a useful re-
source, many myths and fairytales are
continually dreamt up and passed on. 
There is no requirement, for example,

that suggests a body of work is limited to
white or near white mounts! There are
other issues which require clarification,
for example around presentation, theming
and sequencing, but what is right in a
given circumstance may vary depending
on category, and where such issues be-
come an integral part of style.
Fashions and fads come and go. Years ago,

when the 6x6 format Rolleiflex twin lens re-
flex was common, although it produced

Above and right: PRAVEEN KUMAR FRPS. 
ABBREVIATED STATEMENT OF INTENT
I visited the Indian jungle extensively, to study
and photograph the majestic Royal Bengal tiger,
its behaviour patterns, hunting techniques and
family life. Seeing a tiger in the wild is a chal-
lenge. Photographing it and recording its behav-
iour is a bigger challenge still. All the
photographs were shot in the wild.
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Prints from Duncan Grove’s Fellowship
submission have since been published in
International Tennis Magazine. He will be
talking about his work on the RPS stand
at Focus, bringing an opportunity to
showcase successful work in the public
arena. In addition, members of the
Fellowship Board will be talking about
pictures and Distinctions.

and full tonal range, but it doesn't always need
to be so. In the more exploratory areas of pho-
tography, the last decade has seen overuse of
post-camera manipulation. There is much less
experimentation pre-camera. Photoshop and the
like are a mixed blessing.’

Sometimes we are working within the con-
straints of process, while at others we are at-
tempting to push boundaries. Knowing
when to move from one to another needs a
confidence that is reflective of those capable
of achieving The Society’s accolade of Fel-
lowship. Michael Hallett FRPS
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square negatives, as a general rule, nobody
made square pictures. Now the majority are
using the oblong 35mm format, square im-
ages are suddenly all the rage! You don’t
need to follow this fashion to be successful,
and if you do, you must make sure the
square approach suits your images, and is
adopted for a particular purpose.
I am convinced that the iPad will be the

new creative tool for expanding our horizons
with words and pictures. It is so much more
than an oversized telecoms tool. It is the
game changer for the second decade of the
millennium, and media professionals like
Rupert Murdoch are fully aware of this. 
It won’t entail the process change that

digital brought, but it could well be a cat-
alyst for communication and connectivity,
as well as for the creative process itself.
We will be using the tablet through the
next decade, in ways beyond those we can
imagine now. 
In the meantime, it provides me with an ex-

pensive workbook, on which I made some
notes relating to ideas, sequencing and them-
ing. This is all part of that visual exploration
that can lead toward Fellowship:

‘Influences remain continually important to pho-
tographers, and for this photographer the impact

of Lanzarote in January was completely unex-
pected. Large parts of the island have an almost
primeval appearance of a land recently formed,
whose experience of the impact of humanity is in
the creative influence of the late local artist César
Manrique; while its winter sun, volcanic landscapes,
white low rise buildings, seascape and seaside offer
visual material for the photographer. If you accept
the premise that the photographer needs the visual
exercise of breaking accepted rules, then this is an
Aladdin's cave. 
‘The mind wandered, and rightly. You only push

your ideas forward when you are relaxed. Unantic-
ipated, there is a change in the dynamic. Abstract
ambiguity appears on the screen. Using the edge
of the screen to introduce an element of ambiguity
changes things, and requires accurate framing.
Sometimes, you improve on an earlier notion, while
as the light changes you are able to move the idea
forward. 
‘Instead of working with a natural limited colour

palette, the introduction of intentional under- or
over-exposure brings images you would not nat-
urally anticipate, and nor would you have ac-
cepted in the days of film. 
‘Using technology as part of the exploration is

now beyond the limited scope of only a few years
ago. What is annoying is that few photographers
feel confident enough to take these chances.
Quality issues are based around accurate colour

info

DONALD STEWART FRPS: STATEMENT
OF INTENT
My theme is memory and the passage of
time, as witnessed in the gradual disinte-
gration of Scotland’s coastal defence
structures. Though symbolic of the
greatest challenge our small islands ever
faced and overcame, these structures
also have a personal resonance for me. 
From my childhood, I can recall the days
of the Clydeside Blitz and its after ef-
fects, and the wild celebrations of VE
and VJ days. More than 60 years later,
the defences remain, a silent and
strangely peaceful record of those turbu-
lent times. 
Although slowly nature and the land-
scape are reclaiming and transforming
them, they constitute a powerful monu-
ment to the fact that there have always
been and always will be some things to
which the answer has to be ‘No, what-
ever the consequences.
As time passes, those with first hand
knowledge of the war grow old and pass
away, just as the structures change and
diminish year on year, until in the end
the landscape reclaims them completely.
As this personal experience is lost and
the physical evidence disappears, so our
collective memory of these times be-
comes more imperfect. This uncertainty
and imperfection of memory, and the
mutability and ambiguity of the disinte-
grating physical structures, intrigues me.

THE SOCIETY’S 
DISTINCTIONS AT FOCUS
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